1. Goal
As the name indicates - Quic is a quick way to create and
configure pop-ups on your website to communicate with
potential customers and visitors. We had to consider what kind
information should be available in a pop-up - it could be video,
image, text or custom buttons. All used to either prepare a list
of subscribers, email campaigns or just interact with visitors.
quic.pl

Scope
Web Development
DevOps & Cloud

Key Challenges

Emails and subscribers

Customizable layout

Increasing security and productivity

2. Solution
To prepare attractive and intuitive tools we implemented
jQuery and Ruby on Rails to maike if work seamlessly. Our
task was quite simple here, yet the most important part was to
maintain good performance of the website used together with
a pop-up.

Technologies
Ruby

jQuery

Sidekiq

Docker

3. Effect
To prepare attractive and intuitive tools we implemented
jQuery and Ruby on Rails to maike if work seamlessly. Our
task was quite simple here, yet the most important part was to
maintain good performance of the website used together with
a pop-up.

Workflow
Curious how we deliver? Not a big secret. We are
putting exactly the same care about starting the
project - making sure that we are on the same
page before coding and finishing it, so you are left
with a complete, working product.

Need just 5 minutes
Come by, create your free account and prepare pop-up for your website in
nothing more than 5 minutes. There are plenty of guides as well, we made it so
even if you are not familiar with technologies you will still be able to finish it just
fine.

Netkodo is a team of professionals with whom we have the pleasure to cooperate
continuously since 2015, carrying out several large projects at once. They are
distinguished not only by the high level of competence, but also by the ability to
identify customer needs and offer task-tailored technology tailored The reliable
approach to each project commissioned, and above all the exceptional timeliness of
their implementation deserves special recognition. The experience of Netkodo
employees is a guarantee not only of efficient cooperation, but also the implementation
of the client's vision supported by consultation and analysis of individual stages of the
task. I recommend Netkodo with the greatest pleasure.

Mariusz Nowak
Quic CEO

